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Scientific communications often go wrong

Source: Skurnik, Yoon, Schwartz, 2005
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● Dr Frankenstein

● Pandora’s box

● The system is rigged

Society has unhelpful views of science
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These frames are commonly used in debate and culture
These frames are commonly used in politics, public debate and culture, and, of course, they 
aren’t always untrue:

Dr Frankenstein & Pandora’s box: 

• Wuhan lab leaks

• Film: Jurassic Park.

• TV: Stranger Things (Netflix)

The system is rigged: 

• Film: The Constant Gardener (Pharma)

• Discussion on tax avoidance, e.g. Panama Papers

• 40% of Americans believe that the FDA is withholding natural cures for 
cancer because of drug company pressure

UK pop culture discussion of GMO
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Is the world controlled by a secretive elite?

38% of the British population agrees

Source: FocalData/Unherd 2023



7Source: Focus groups on science conducted in the USA in early 2021.

People are often suspicious of science

“just because a scientist or doctor said it, it's not the end all, be all.”

“I'm not going to lie, the one word that definitely sticks out, interferes. Interferes with and 
changes, that just sticks in my brain. I'm like why interfere?”
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“Our expert colleagues [in the Society of Mathematical 
Psychology], like us, greatly exaggerated the likelihood that the 
original result of an experiment would be successfully 
replicated…They also gave very poor advice to a fictitious graduate 
student about the number of observations she needed to collect. Even 
statisticians were not good intuitive statisticians.”

Source: Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast & Slow, page 5

Even experts make flawed mental shortcuts
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Why do people struggle to understand science?

“The often used phrase ‘pay-attention’ is apt: you dispose of a limited 
budget of attention that you can allocate to activities, and if you try 
to go beyond your budget you will fail”

Source: Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast & Slow, page 23
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A significant body of behavioural hypotheses: 
Decades of peer-reviewed experiments

+

Cheap, fast polling and online tests:
Rapid verification of these hypotheses for specific executions through 
randomised control tests

We now have a science of communications
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Simple = Easy = Positive = True = Memorable

Brains are lazy
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Three routes to tackling this

1. Simple
2. Volume
3. Credibility



Solution 1: Simple



‘Couching ideas in pretentious 
language is taken as a sign of 

poor intelligence and low 
credibility’

Source: Consequences of Erudite Vernacular Utilized Irrespective of Necessity: Problems with Using Long Words Needlessly 
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A. Adolf Hitler was born in 1892. 

B. Adolf Hitler was born in 1887

Which is true?
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We remember simple things
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Simple = Easy = Positive = True = Memorable

Brains are lazy
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Simplicity: Implications

Number of 
people

High Expertise



Solution 2: Volume
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Simple = Easy = Positive = True = Memorable

Brains are lazy
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Familiarity drives positivity

Frequency of exposure to unfamiliar 
words is directly related to positivity

Source: Zajonc & Rajecki 1969
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Memorable = favourable

Source: Digital Whiskey 2020
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A significant number of lawyers say they will hire…
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Source: Does Tweeting Improve Citations? One-Year Results From the TSSMN Prospective Randomized Trial, Annals of Thoracic Surgery 2021

Volume can be driven by social media (among others)
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Volume: Implications

1. Regular contact 
2. Across multiple channels - e.g. Email, website, social media, 

phone, traditional media, in person
3. Consistent messaging



Solution 3: Credibility
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Concrete beats abstract

Given the very same content, concrete statements were judged 
as more probably true than abstract statements. This finding 
extends previous research that suggests that richness in detail 
affects reliability judgments

Source: Truth From Language and Truth From Fit: The Impact of Linguistic Concreteness and Level of Construal on Subjective Truth. Hansen &  Wänke 2010.
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How do investment analysts think?

Investment analysts provide in-depth advice 
but have consistent blind spots:
1. Company framing of how the market works 

and what data means
2. Educational background of key people at 

the company - going back to 
undergraduate degrees

3. Analyst bias. Experts with business school 
education are more prone to top down 
valuations

Edison research
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Advertising containing media coverage is more effective

Which ads are most interesting?
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Credibility: Implications

Concrete anchors:
a. Barriers
b. Team, Advisors, Investors
c. Media
d. Partners
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So…
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If you remember three things

1. Simple
2. Volume
3. Credibility
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Thank you
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About us

Rob Blackie Biotech Strategy (RBBS)  is an external affairs consultancy, which works with biotech 
companies who need to engage highly specialised audiences such as investors, analysts and 
commercial partners.

RBBS specialisms include:
• External strategy – helping biotech understand what they should (and shouldn’t) do so that they 

can influence key audiences from investors and regulators to potential staff and partners.
• Driving excellent delivery – creating and restructuring processes and teams, and driving high 

performance.
• Competitive messaging – combining lessons from branding and political techniques.

Research from Rob Blackie has been published or quoted in The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, 
the Financial Times, The Guardian and on the BBC among others.

Clients include GreenLight Biosciences, One Health, Change.org, and the Wellcome Trust.


